Surface chemistry of porous silicon and implications for drug encapsulation and delivery applications.
Porous silicon (pSi) has a number of unique properties that appoint it as a potential drug delivery vehicle; high loading capacity, controllable surface chemistry and structure, and controlled release properties. The native Si(y)SiH(x) terminated pSi surface is highly reactive and prone to spontaneous oxidation. Surface modification is used to stabilize the pSi surface but also to produce surfaces with desired drug delivery behavior, typically via oxidation, hydrosilylation or thermal carbonization. A number of advanced characterization techniques have been used to analyze pSi surface chemistry, including X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and time of flight secondary ion mass spectrometry. Surface modification not only stabilizes the pSi surface but determines its charge, wettability and dissolution properties. Manipulation of these parameters can impact drug encapsulation by altering drug-pSi interactions. pSi has shown to be a successful vehicle for the delivery of poorly soluble drugs and protein therapeutics. Surface modification influences drug pore penetration, crystallinity, loading level and dissolution rate. Surface modification of pSi shows great potential for drug delivery applications by controlling pSi-drug interactions. Controlling these interactions allows specific drug release behaviors to be engineered to aid in the delivery of previously challenging therapeutics. Within this review, different pSi modification techniques will be outlined followed by a summary of how pSi surface modification has been used to improve drug encapsulation and delivery.